
OMACVLCPC: -LjL.evov B<ALP>V3; 536 e:avv- 
aowpai] -uaolalt BALP; 657 arE7yos] reyos 
MB; 750 0eol arot BCOAVLCP2: OeoLaot M: OeoLta 

BLP; 8Io Kreivovaa] -vara BL; 868 av TOr OLVC: 
avro (B)MAVP (a,vro* B); 922 T7poacorydarw] 
-rTacot BM. 

(ii) B shares the right reading, O the wrong reading: 
hypoth. line 2 86 om. OVLaC; 53 K-Et'VEt] TreIvL 078: 
TLVEt AP et ypymvy; 167 XEpL BHML: XeLPL OUVAUVV 
et lZy: 7rept- P; i80 OEAol] -EL 0 et Va (-or Os et 

Vas); 244 rd y'] radS' OP; 382 KrevCV] KTravd 

OP; 399 TpoX7AaTrovU] -tro OM; 679 , eAoti 
BOSAVTrP2: -A,se OM<L>P; 8Io K-raverv BMAV 
(et O marg.): Oavetv OHLPV3YP; 1262 rOdpov 
BOsMAV2LP: rOVT-ov OVV3. 

In the parts of the text where B is missing (957-1212, 
1236-49, 1272-88) the readings of D are witnesses to 
the lost readings of B. Such readings are of interest only 
where they differ from those of O (D is itself missing 
from 1I29-1219). There are only three su'ch differences: 
994 bof]37qOS DAV3PTr: -0Et OMVL; 1034 
ayalelEfvo'VLo DM et X'Y: -vetoS OAVLP; 1099 
8otoLs DAVLP: 6polpot& OM. 

There is no place where B alone preserves the truth. 
There is one place where 0 alone preserves the truth, 
and another where it may do so: 832 Tre7rAovs 0, sicut 
coni. Reiske: rEWTrAotl cett.; 833 w7rTAots] 7reirAovs 0. 
I have discussed these lines in Illinois Class. Stud. vi.I 
(198I) 95-8. 

Here are three divergences between B and 0, where 
both are in error: I85 Tr6O i)] Kat TO fz?) B et gV: Kal To 
0; 588 aov ...K . . . pa] av. . . Kapav B: av. . . 
xepa 0 (uarv etiam V3); 791 ere Kat HMVLP: TE Kal 

B: Kal O?: om. A. 
The picture which this evidence presents of the 

relationship between B and 0 is precisely the same 
picture as we found in Alcestis. The hypothesis of 
contamination, although it cannot be ruled out, does 
not have to be invoked as an explanation of any reading 
where 0 differs from B. All of the readings which B or 
0, when they disagree, share with other manuscripts 
can be readily explained as the products of either (i) 
independent errors or (ii) the presence of occasional 
variants in the common ancestor. 
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There is one correction in B which I confidently 
attribute to B4 (Lascaris): 5 xpovto om. BOD (add. B4). 
The same hand is possibly responsible for a few other 
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I. TEAeadOpoS at Cho. 663-4 

ecEAETWr TLS- 8olSdwraTo TreAEabopos 
YUVV?7 ro7TapXoS, av8pa o EvT7perreaTrepov. 
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For Sho. For Sho. 

TcAEoraopos in these lines is translated by LSJ as 'one 
having the management or ordering' and this sense of 
'being in command', 'having authority' from the use of 
rEAoS as 'authority', 'magistracy' (LSJ I 3 and 4) is 
followed by Sidgwick, Tucker, Verrall, Lloyd-Jones 
and others' going back to the scholiast who glosses the 

1 D. Holwerda, 'TEAOZ", Mnemos. xvi (1963) 345 f., and M. 
Bayfield, 'Some derivatives of rAos', CR xv (1901) 445 ff. adopt the 
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term dpXrlyo', SLOLK)-TrjS. rEA(eauOpo here, however, 
picks up in particular two significant earlier uses of the 
word in this play, at two moments, such as this, of high 
tension (212, Orestes' first announcement of himself to 
Electra; 541, Orestes' first statement of his predictive 
dream-analysis and plan of revenge) and it goes beyond, 
as I shall argue, the reductive reading of the scholia, 
lexica, commentators, and translators. 

For the ambiguity2 of this term, the sort of rE'Aos 
Clytemnestra may be said to ce'pelv, is significant 
particularly at this specific juncture of the narrative. For 
the 'woman' who 'is to come out', the ruler of the 
house, constitutes precisely the aim of Orestes' action, 
the fulfilment of his desire. She brings (e'petv) the telos 
of his action. Furthermore, the murder of Agamemnon 
has been imaged as a sacrifice by Clytemnestra and 
Cassandra and the chorus.3 The parodos of the Agamem- 
non talked of Ovatav Erepav (i 50), and the reciprocal act 
of Orestes' revenge may be so considered: 
TEAhEocpos-bringing (f+epetv) the sacrificial rite, 
offering (TrAos). So too, however, as has been analysed 
by Vidal-Naquet, Zeitlin and others,4 Orestes has been 
depicted in the imagery and narrative as undergoing a 
sort of initiation, a rite de passage, like the initiation into 
the mysteries, or an ephebic rite. The forcible rejection 
of his mother, his following punishment and incorpora- 
tion into society can be read within this structure: 
rEA)Eta O6pos-bringing the initiation (rE'Aos). More- 
over, as the opening lines of the trilogy prayed for 
release, for an end, so Orestes depicts his plan as a 'final 
act' (cf. e.g. 578): -reAeauo'pos-'bringing consumma- 
tion', 'fulfilment'. Orestes has prayed to die having 
killed his mother (438 ETretr' ~yco voceFiurasg <a'> 
o)Aot4'av) and indeed the reciprocity of action (expressed 

same reading. U. Fischer in a more useful work, Der Telosgedanke in 
den Dramen des Aischylos (Hildesheim 1965) notes here a limited 
ambiguity in Orestes' language. He writes (generally) 'es ist ein 
Charakteristikum der aischyleischen Dramaturgie dass anscheinend 
eindeutige Sinngehalte an Stellen, wo etwas verdecht oder aufgedecht 
werden soll, plo6tzlich durch eine neu sich ergebende dramatische 
Konstellation oder durch Beifiigung eines Begriffs, deren Anglinger 
die Verbindung zu anderen Textstellen nahelegt, in ihrer scheinbar 
einseitigen Bedeutung verwandelt und ins Doppelsinnige vertieft 
werden' (I 5 f.). It will be clear by the end of this piece in what ways 
my writing goes beyond Fischer's approach. 

2 
LSJ suggest a play of active and passive senses, which are not, 

however, to be simply separated; as one might think from, say,Jebb's 
translation of Arist. Rhet. iii 3.1 ., where two uses of 'reeacfopos from 
Alcidamas are translated respectively 'doom-fraught' and 'end-fulfill- 
ing'. Such an ambiguity seems irrepressible-and significant-in an 
expression such as the highly dramatic exclamation of Eteocles at Sept. 
655, 1/Aot 7raTpos 8) vVv dpalt TreAEa0opot. For the fulfilment of the 
curse will bring precisely his doom. In the Septem, reAos (and related 
words) occur almost as regularly and in as wide a range of senses as in 
the Oresteia. See the indices of Verrall's and Tucker's editions, Fischer 

(n. I) 120-1, 124, and 0. Hiltbrunner, Wiederholungs- und Motivtech- 
nik bei Aischylos (Bern 1950) 10, 26, 35. 

3 F. Zeitlin, 'The motif of the corrupted sacrifice in Aeschylus' 
Oresteia', TAPA xcvi (I965) 463 if. has drawn out some of the 
significance of this. 

4 P. Vidal-Naquet, 'The Black Hunter and the Origins of the 
Athenian Ephebeia' PCPS xcxiv (1968) 49 ff; also, withJ.-P. Vernant, 
Mythe et Tragedie en Grece ancienne (Paris 1972) 13 if.; F. Zeitlin, 'The 
Dynamics of Misogyny in the Oresteia', Arethusa xi (I978) I49 if.; M. 
Tierney, 'The Mysteries and the Oresteia', JHS lvii (1937) 11 ff.; G. 
Thomson, 'Mystical Allusions in the Oresteia',JHS lv (1935) 20 ff. Cf. 
also P. Wheelwright, The Burning Fountain (Bloomington 1954). 

earlier by the phrase E'pet e'povr', Ag. I562)5 suggests 
he might. reAEao6opoS: bringing 'death'-to one or 
both. 

In this light, reAEacropoS also recalls the Carpet Scene 
of Agamemnon, where the act of standing on the 
tapestries is called by Agamemnon at Clytemnestra's 
prompting a rEAos (934), a 'ritual performance', as 
Fraenkel translates... as Clytemnestra had called her 
order for its spreading (908 als ETraoraArat rEAoS).6 As 
the queen enters the palace, it is to Zeus rEAELE she prays, 
that the god should reAet her prayers, and, even more 
ominously, that LaAot 8e rot' aot rTCV7TEp av ExiAAlrs 
reAevv (Ag. 974). The ambiguity (often noted) between 
'do', 'sacrifice', between 'sacrificial offering', 'death', 
'action' is not only part of the spread of her net of words 
over her dvSpos reAELov (972, 'pater familias' LSJ; 'a 
grim word', Verrall, 'applied to the perfect victim') but 
also part of the movement whereby action is seen as part 
of a system of divine and mortal relations, a communi- 
cation.7 As the adulterous regicide, then, had gone into 
the palace with this four-fold, ambiguous repetition of 
reA- on her lips, so she is asked by the king's son and 
avenger to 'come out'8 reAEcuropos. 

For she is to repay. Indeed, vrEAos also means 'a tax', 
'that which is paid'. TrAoS, reAcaEo'po, then, are sited 
also within the imagery of financial exchange, of 
economics, which has been commented on by many 
and most recently by Macleod.9 He notes also the 
connection of 7TpdaaeaOal and TpdaKTrCp (which 'are 
normally connected with the exaction of debts and 
fines', p. 134) with Agamemnon's punishment of Paris, 
with the process of revenge. So we may add (for 
example) from the opening of the kommos these lines 
which draw explicitly the connection of reciprocal 
action (revenge) with paying a debt-and with the verb 
TrEAEEV, Cho. 309-11: 

advrTt LEV EXOpd yAa%o77g e'xOpd 
yAag)7aa TreAELaO' Tov'eLAo,LE6a vov 

pdaacrovua Z IKrT1 p'Ey dvrel. 

reAos- as the penalty of action: the doer suffers. So let the 
queen come out TreAeao'pos. 

We may further recall what Lebeck calls 'the telos of 
marriage, the telos of death',10 a system of imagery that 
she reads in the Oresteia linking through the terms reA- 
the marriage ceremony and its adulterous corruption to 
the death to which such transgression leads. The 
corruption righted will reach in the Eumenides (through 
Apollo's appeal to "Hpas rTEAELas Kat L to6 
MtrTa laTra, Eum. 214) towards the Erinyes' acceptance 
of 7rpo 7rat8ov KaL yaU1AtouV rE'Aovs, Eum. 835. rTAos 
should be the consummation of the marriage ceremony; 

5 See H. Neitzel, 'OEPEI 'EPONT': ein aischyleisches Orakel', 
Hermes cvii (I979) 133 ff. 

6 These words are echoed by Athene in the Eumenides of the 
different but related task of the jurors: 743 oaoLs (8KaaTrwv TOVT' 
e7rTeaaTAral TeAos. 

7 The interpenetration of the divine and human worlds forms 
around rE'Ao as the term of communication, exchange (sacrifice, 
injunction, vow), as, for example, Cassandra says of herself lIaeVTs 11' 
'ATro'AAwv rco8' E7rEafr')Ev TrAei (Ag. 1220). This colours the chorus' 

gnome: rt yap fporofs avev A6os' TeAelTaF; (Ag. 1487). Theology and 
teleology are ever linked. 

8 On the importance of the palace door, see 0. Taplin, The 
Stagecraft of Aeschylus (Oxford 1977) 342 if. 

9 C. W. Macleod, 'Politics and the Oresteia',JHS cii (I982) 124 ff. 
10 A. Lebeck, The Oresteia (Washington 197I) 68 ff. 
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principle, that is, as a fixed point for the flow of events, 
and more precisely, as a stem for the passage of the 
reciprocal reversal of revenge, is introduced early in the 
Oresteia (Ag. 63-8): 

7oAAa TraAairatara Kal yvtofpap7j, 
yovaros KOVlaLaUV EpELtOLUEVOV 

8taKVatotLEVrsg T7' Ev 7rpOTEAEoLSt 
KadtaKoS, racowv Aavaolatv 
TpCil O' ' OlUtWs. caTl 6 or) v3V 
E(aT, rTEAEFrat l ' TO'r 7rT 7TrpPW vov. 

As Orestes seeks o7r17 rTEAE, so the chorus tell the tale 
of the Trojan expedition to explain oTrr- vivv arT, 
TeAeLat 8' es.... The workings of the 'corrupted 
sacrifice' of rrporEAdeoOs have been analysed by Zeit- 
lin.15 She writes here: the 'coming death of Agamem- 
non is darkly riddled in TEAElTra 8' ?S TO 'rE7TpWtLEVOV. 
Teleitai, that word of many meanings, primarily 
connotes fulfillment or end. However, in its punning 
word play with proteleia it assumes the color of its 
kindred definition, the performance of a holy rite' (465). 
But the full sentence, which she significantly does not 
quote, is EcT 8' O 7rr v3v arL TEAELcrat O' 7 TO 
7rerrpwcoLEvov: 'It is where it now is...' Here the 
language is tautologous: it offers a summation of the 
present which merely asserts its existence, its descrip- 
tion, in terms of itself. It is where it is.... This is 

juxtaposed to an expression of the future which joins the 
sense of 'end' to ... its own 'fated moment', that is, 
which asserts the teleology of TEAETaL! 'It will end at its 
fated moment'. Where else? 

A 'now' and an 'end' . . . but what is the relation 
between these juxtaposed phrases? What is the linkage 
between the vvv and the TE'Aos-a linkage which 
constitutes the events of the play, the narrative? Does 
the elided 6' do more than mark the strange sense in 
which narrative itself is elided, veiled in this juxtaposi- 
tion of a present and an end? For despite the suggested 
explanatory patterning of events, the passage of narra- 
tive between the 'now' and the 'end' is obscured, silent. 
And this silence, the gap that marks the transition, is 
expressive-in the manner that the watchman's explicit 
refusal to speak speaks. The narrative itself is reduced 
from any pattern (of cause and effect) to a tautologism 
equal to that of the language; and as the tautology of 
language may lead to an erasure or blocking of 
meaning, so this expression of narrative leads to an 
erasure or blocking of what might be called 'narrative 
sense'. Rather than simply suggesting a future narrative, 
the remark of the chorus seems to constitute a blocked 
expression of the how, why, and where of the passage 
and pattern of events. As so often in the Oresteia, the 
expression of apparent understanding is marked by 
doubts and repressions. 

This analysis, which could certainly be extended, is 
offered to point towards the problematic relation 
between the present and the future, structured towards a 
telos; it is a relation that structures the narrative of the 
Oresteia importantly. Such a problematized relation 
may be read in the characters' many prayers and 
predictions which are seen as ways (hopes) of controll- 
ing the passage of narrative. Such a desire for explana- 
tory control over the passage of events may be further 
read in the text's extensive expressions of and searches 

15 Zeitlin (n. 3) passim. 

for Helen's avengers and her sister's husbandl it is the 
consummation of death. 

7EAEaeoopoS , evokes, then, also those series of images 
of corrupted marriage ties. It is juxtaposed to yvvr, 
significantly not only in the implicit peculiarity of a 
woman in charge, a woman coming out (and here we 
could start discussing the much discussed sexual.tensions 
in the Oresteia, and the significance of SwOCaTao . . .) 
but also in the manner in which the word yvv7 
juxtaposed to TEA- recalls the system of (transgressed) 
sexual norms that Orestes is to attempt to right, the 
adultery12 as well as the lack of the male ruler. 

All these senses of rEAos13 (and cpE?tv) are inscribed 
in the narrative of the Oresteia. On his entrance, Orestes 
ordered Electra to pray for a successful future with 
TEAE?efdopovs EvXas; he announced Clytemnestra's 
dream to be rEAeo'9opos-bringing (his) telos; so 
TeAEaodopos is significantly used at this third moment of 
the process of revenge. Clytemnestra, the ruler of the 
house, brings (Ef'pEtv) the telos in all its senses. In this 
play of terms, how can the network of meanings be 
reduced to the simple reading offered by the scholiast 
and others? 

But more: Clytemnestra is rEAecraOpos because of 
the express search in the Oresteia for a telos. A veritable 
teleology. As Clytemnestra sought to make a contract 
with the daimon of the house (Ag. 1568 if.), so Orestes 
hopes the Erinyes will drink in Clytemnestra's death the 
third and final drink of blood (as Clytemnestra had 
struck the third blow, a third libation to the powers of 
the underworld, Ag. 1385 ff.-so our reading returns on 
itself again).14 So, after the murder of Clytemnestra, 
the chorus express their sense of an end, the end they 
hope Clytemnestra's death has brought (Cho. Io65-7): 

0SE TOlt tLEAaOpoIS TO r f SaaAEL'otL 

TplTOg av XELttLLv 
7rvevaas yovtia ETEAEI7OrI. 

But after the expression of the three events they 
consider to make up the narrative, they proclaim the 
third saviour only to regress to a desperate alternative, 
the 'end' doubles into doubt (Cho. 1073-4): 

vvv 8'ao rpTropS A0E' 7TroOev TorT7)p, 
t77 /opov Etrr7 ; 

Indeed, it is precisely the end, here at the ending of the 
play, which is put in doubt (Cho. I075-6): 

7Tro S7Ta KpaVEl, 7TOl KaTra'ArjEL 

rJLETaKOLtJlatUEV tLEVOS aT7r)S; 

As Orestes had said (Cho. 102I): 

ov yap ol' 07rTr TEAEL. 

The search for an end as a control, as an organising 
" Lebeck quotes here Ag. 1455 f., 1503 f 
12 The senses of 'woman' and 'wife' are not easily separated in 

yvv77. 
13 Lebeck (n. to) 86 f. and also W. Stanford, Ambiguity in Greek 

Literature (Oxford I939) 157 ff. note the extremely frequent 
occurrence of rEA- words in the Oresteia: Stanford writes 'the whole 
play is full of references to differently conceived reArq, all of which are 
eventually reconciled in Aeschylus' final solution of the tragic 
situation' ( 57). He doesn't hint at how-or why-or even what this 
reconciliation could be. Cf. below p. 172. 

14 See D. Clay, 'Aeschylus' Trigeron Mythos', Hermes xcvii (1969) i 
ff. for further examples of the third as last-or as false intimation of 
the last, as in Ag. 1283. 
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for a pattern of cause and effect, particularly through the 
discourse of child-parent similarities.16 So a search for 
the determination such control would offer may be read 
in the predictive etymologies, realised, however, too 
late (cf. e.g. Ag. 68i ff.). So characters' hope for accurate 
prediction may be read in the many prophecies, and in 
cledonomancy.17 So the feared and deprecated lack of 
control over events may be read in the fear of misplaced 
language, and the concomitant desire, demand, search, 
for accurate language, clarity, foreknowledge of what 
must happen--ipovoiatut Tov zreTrpcoevov . . . 

yAhaaav ... vE4wcv, Ag. 683 ff. These general remarks 

concerning the relations between present and future, the 
search for a telos, which to develop beyond the 
suggestive would certainly entail a discussion of the 
Oresteia of far greater detail and length than is possible 
here, are intended to evoke something of a further 
context in which to read rEAEuoo'pos at Cho. 663. 
Clytemnestra is to come out reAEco'pos because of the 
search in the narrative for a telos to the narrative. In this 
self-reflexive, self-dramatising search for an end, the 
narrative tells its own story. An end? ~j ,o'pov ELITco? For 
the series of ends are suggested to be gone beyond, and 
thus destabilized as end(s): indeed, the end that 
rEhAEXaopos proclaims is seen rather as part of the 
network, the system of differences. For the telos 
Clytemnestra is to bring is in some senses no telos-her 
death does not end the passage of events, their 
significance, but sends Orestes to await a further telos 
(Eum. 243): 

avtrov cvAacauwv ava''evw re'AoS 8SL'Ks. 

Here the unclear movement from present to future, the 
passage of narrative towards the reAos, is marked by the 
main verb dvaie'vco. 'What awaits' was the source of 
Calchas' worry about the future (Ag. 154-5): 

/.ltLVEl yap oofEpa 7TaAlvoprTos 
OLKovO6os 8oALta FlvdcaLcv Mjvis TEKVoRTOLVOS. 

What awaits, for the chorus, is the law of reciprocal 
reversal and hence ceaseless action (Ag. 1563-4): 

iLItLVEL 8SE IL.LVOVTOS (V OpOV O ALtoS 
7TaOEiv TOV peavra. 

So for Cassandra the Erinyes, the drunken chorus, wait 
(Ag. 1189): 

KCtJLOS EV 0JULOIS tE'VEI. 

And so one could extend the passage of differences and 
repetition-revenge, punishment and the agents of such 
action waiting.18 

At Eum. 243, Orestes awaits the rEAos $iK7rS. We 
have discussed to some degree the shifting senses of 
TEAoS. Many have commented on the shifting of the 
sense of 8L'Kr in the Oresteia. This juxtaposition at this 
point in the narrative, the interpenetration of the two 
constellations of meaning, is marked. For this phrase 
implies far more than the outcome ofJustice (not that 
the religious, initiatory, economic senses of telos are to 

16 For example, the ainos of the lion-cub ev ftO'rov rpOTEXAEotS, 

Ag. 720. See B. Knox, 'The Lion in the House', CPh xlvii (1952) 7 ff.; 
Lebeck (n. io) I I9 if 

17 SeeJ. Peradotto, 'Cledonomancy in the Oresteia', AJPxc (1969) 
ff. 

18 
Cf. e.g. Ag. o083, 1277; Cho. 567, 1050, 1062; Eum. 480, 894.... 

be forgotten with regard to Orestes). For what the 
Erinyes have been demanding is precisely S'Kt7, 

'revenge', 'punishment'. rhEAoS SL'K1/ (ironically enough 
from Orestes) can imply 'the end which consists in, 
comes from punishment', even 'death as revenge'. What 
Apollo has demanded, however, and what will happen, 
is a trial in a law-court. Orestes awaits, then, also the 
telos of a (the) law-court. This not only further implies 
Orestes' release, his initiation or reappropriation into 
society, that comes with Athene's final vote, but also 
looks forward to the way in which the rTEAos &S1K7 is 
more than the end, outcome, of the law suit, since the 
Erinyes go on to turn against Athens in a further action of 
threatened revenge, a further resistance to telos as an 
end-or perhaps an indication that the specific re'Aos 
8iK-rs which Orestes awaits as his liberation, is not 
sufficient as a telos for the narrative. These varying ways 
of reading the phrase constitute the tensions of the 
narrative of the Eumenides: is the TrEAos to be death or an 
end to the actions of revenge, is the Kl'rK to be 

punishment, law-court, justice, Justice? ov yap ot8' 6'oTr 
TehAi- the ambiguity is (in) rEAoS itself, and in its 
relation (juxtaposition) to the ambiguity of 8i'K7. 
Inscribed in the play of language, TrEAo exceeds its own 
sense of telos. 

As Orestes searches, then, for the telos of narrative, so 
he looks for the telos of the dream-text (Cho. 528): 

Kat 7ro TeAei-rat Kal KapavoVrTa Aoyos; 

The status of this search for the closure of logos, 
however, is placed at risk by the predictive nature of the 
logos, its relation to the confrontation of Orestes and 
Clytemnestra-where the words avT7r) rpoaaEXE 
iLacrov (53 ) become realised in Clytemnestra's TOVSE 
8' a'ieoa ... a. . aTrv (896-7). The resultant continuing 
signification of, for example, Orestes' K$8paKOVTw0wtE 

EyC7 (549), the production of meaning in the relation 
between the dream-text of confrontation and the 
re-presentation of confrontation resists in its play of 
difference the possibility of the telos as the fixed point for 
the narrative, for the logos. The process of interpretation 
followed by Orestes places the telos of the dream in the 
future, deferred: aAA' EvXoat ... . rovVEtpo V ELvaL 

TOUT' E/LoL TEAEuor fpov. Yet it is precisely the produc- 
tion of meaning in such a structuring of difference and 
deferral that erases for the logos the possibility of the 
prayed for TE'os. In the telling, the telos becomes lost, 
stolen. 

But the Oresteia, it is often asserted, offers a triumph 
of a reconciled ending-with which these difficulties 
with TeAoS would seem to be in ironic tension. Can the 
reconciliation of the Erinyes reconcile all 'the differently 
conceived reA- . . . in [the] final solution of the tragic 
situation', as Stanford asserts? Is the echoing play of 
meaning(s) to be delimited or controlled by this 
teleology of the trilogy? Rather than question this 
asserted teleology of the ending of the Oresteia, which 
many critics have discussed in sexual, political, social 
terms, it will have to be sufficient here to investigate 
briefly the language of closure in these final scenes. Are 
Athene's promises the telos to which reAEGaopos finally 
points? Eum. 898-9oo: 

Xo. KaL lol 7rp7rravros Eyy 7rv orj'fl XpoVov; 
AO. Es;rTL yap /OL f/.r AMyetv a L7T reAco. 
Xo. 0E'AEtv Lu EOLKas Kal EOucicrTaQ al KOTOV. 
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of woe and marriage (Ag. 709), the mourning songs, 
songs of hope and fear, the binding song etc. Like other 
expressions of language in the Oresteia, 'song' is 
ambiguous.... One part of the possibility 1iev / 8e is 
thus further doubled into doubt. 'For others' (Togs 8' 
av) the Erinyes provide 'a dimmed life of tears'. This 
evocative phrase recalls the imagery of distorted sight 
(and mourning) throughout the play. The lack of clarity 
in (mortal) vision is a recurring image of the trilogy as it 
is in criticism. Here the miserable obscurity of the 
sublunary world is the alternative to the vagaries of 
song. The promised 'clear' ends that it will be the 
Erinyes' duty to bring are (ironically?) either merely the 
tear-dimmed vision of life or the ambiguities of 
communication. The new role of the Erinyes in the city 
does not seem to offer any simple ordering to the 
meaning of the -re'Ar it proclaims. Indeed, the telos of the 
play does not bring an end to the play of telos. 

So how can we bring an end, fulfilment to our 
reading of rEAEcofopos at Cho. 663? It has offered more 
than a boundaried and controlled ambiguity as Stanford 
suggests, more than a simply categorisable 'play on 
words'. As we will see, it is not sufficient, though 
salutary, to oppose with Lebeck the polysemy of an 
Aeschylean term to the reductive and stolid readings of 
the commentators and translators. Rather we have 
(tried to) read an 'uncontrollable echoing: a mad round 
of verbal associations, of signifier-signifying signifiers. 
The anxiety raised by language as language is that this 
echoing movement cannot be economised, that it is a 
fluid case.'20 Indeed, we have attempted to show 
(trying to chart the trace of reAcEoo'pog) something of 
the 'echoing movement'-how the boundaries we 
attempted to draw are transgressed by the constituting 
relations of difference (and deferral) between terms 
inscribed in a series each occurrence (repetition) of 
which is set in the extending and shifting series of the 
sentence(s), speech(es), scene(s) of which it is a consti- 
tuent part; transgressed, exceeded, in the very act of 
drawing, defining, delimiting by the further signifying 
relations. Finally uncontrollable. We have seen further 
how the text dramatises and undercuts the very search 
for the telos it instigates (in the play of difference and 
repetition-that this section, my recapitulation, re- 
marks). We have seen the 'anxiety' of language in the 
text, the fear of words (as predictions, descriptions, lies, 
blasphemies) not to mention the commentators' reduc- 
tive readings. In the face of this play and dance of 
language, how then to read the text of Cho. 663-4? 
Lebeck opens her reading with a methodological 
statement that approaches the 'fluid case' of language: 
'The philologist should not restrict himself to a single 
interpretation of such passages but should give free rein 
to all possibilities and associations . . .'21 'Free rein to all 
possibilities and associations' would seem to suggest an 
Utopian 'infinite thematics, open to endless nomination 
[which] can respect the enduring character of language, 
the production of reading'.22 But she pulls the reins in: 
'. . . ultimately selecting as many as form part of a larger 
pattern and contribute to the meaning of the total 
work'.23 But how can there be 'possibilities and 

20 G. Hartman, Saving the Text: Literature/Derrida/Philosophy 
(Baltimore i98I) i I. 

21 Lebeck (n. 10) 3. 
22 R. Barthes, S/Z, trans. R. Miller (London 1975) 92 f. 
23 Lebeck (n. I0) 3. 

The Erinyes' questioning of the fixity of Athene's 
avowal prompts from the goddess 'a kind of dry 
humour' (Lloyd-Jones). 'It is possible for me not to say 
what I will not fulfill'. Not only does this strange double 
negative seem to refuse to make the positive statement 
the chorus require, but also r)t TEAcJ seems to recall the 
series of deferred ends, failed achievements, corrupted 
sacrifices in this trilogy. Or, rather more precisely, the 
expression /x/ AETyeLv a jlq TreAcW points to the repeated 
and failed attempts 'to say an end', that is, to predict 
accurately what will be achieved, to pray successfully 
for fulfilment, to define absolutely an end in language 
-a series which is developed notably in the Eumenides 
by the failure of the Jury to offer a final word, a telos to 
the logoi of the trial or indeed the narrative. Even the 
word which marks the Erinyes' yielding, OE'AEtv, 

although it echoes both Apollo's promise that Orestes 
will find in Athens 0eAKTrrpiovs /LvOovs (81-2), and 
Athene's description of her peitho (886), nevertheless 
also suggests guile, deception, bewitchment in the dry 
humour. Kahn suggests even that 0EAyE,tv 'fond son 
pouvoir sur la perversion meme de la communica- 
tion'.19 In this promise and acceptance, then, rather 
than simply uniting all the senses of rE'A?, the exchange 
recalls precisely the disjunctions, the glissement of sense 
in the play, and particularly the difficulties associated 
with the exchange of language. 

Indeed, the role Athene goes on to proclaim for the 
Erinyes is connected with the 'ends' of man, and her 
expression here is further marked with ambiguity (Eum. 
952-5): 

7TEptL avOpco7ra)v ckavEp' u' TEAECog 

8taTpaTaaovatV TOLS /lEV adoLtSg, 

Tog o8' av 8aKpvowv 
fIov adliAcwXrorv 7rapExovrat. 

xav;ep' proclaims the clarity of the end which reAEcos 
and 8Ltarpdaaovav seem so strongly to assert (though 
does not rEAEcog here, followed as it is by blessings for 
the ordering of the sexual life of the house, 956 ff., also 
echo the TE'A7 of the exchange of marriage and 
sacrifice?). This expression, however, follows on from 
Athene's powerful opening lyrics asserting a man's 
ignorance of the blows, the vicissitudes of life (Eum. 
933-7): 

OVK OtlEv 0OEv TrAyat fiOTOV. 
rd yap EK WTpoTEpWv azL7rAaK7'jp1aTa VLV 

7rpos rda8' a7Trdyy, aLycWv <8'> oAeOpos 
Katl t,cya c(fWvo0vTr 

EXOpacs opyas dcalaOvvveL. 

Rather than a simple move towards final clarity in 
man's fate, here we see a divine authorisation of 
obscured knowledge, the silent crushing of the loud- 
shouting man because of the unexplained sins of his 
ancestors. As with the earlier 7rA/y4 of Zeus that 
destroyed Troy (Ag. 367), the certainty of the terrible 
end of punishment seems opposed to the obscured 
pattern of responsibility or causality. Indeed, the certain 
end(s) that the goddess claims that the Erinyes are to 
bring for mortals (952 if.) are rather doubled 
(Lv ... . . ). The Erinyes are to provide 'for some (rots 
IxEv. . .) songs'. Here we may recall the changing songs 

19 L. Kahn, Hermes passe, ou les ambiguites de la communication (Paris 
1978) I45. Cf. also Kahn, 'Ulysse ou la ruse et la mort', Critique 
cccxciii (1980) 126 if. 
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associations' (connotations, senses?) which do not 'con- 
tribute to the meaning of the total work'? What sort of 
meaning(s)? What (of the) excess? Like the 'customary 
methods of classical scholarship' that she derides, 
Lebeck's interpretative strategy 'ultimately' works in 
the repression of the differential structures in which 
meanings are constituted, to the fixed presence of 'the 
meaning'. Of the 'total play'. Beyond this (unques- 
tioned) plenitude. . . can we interrogate further her 
'selecting'? Is it a selection to form a pattern (as if a 
pattern were not already the selection)? Does it escape 
that teleology of interpretation? Orestes (for again the 
text dramatises the polemic) announces his dream-text 
interpretation in this way (Cho. 54I-2): 

.... TOVT LOL TrEAEaX0opov. 

KplVCt) 0S TOL VLV UOCTE ayKoAAxWS EXELV. 

The final conjunction Uare marks precisely the teleo- 
logy of his interpretative strategy; selecting, judging, 
defining in order that he might find coherence, a 
pattern-in order. The selection presupposes its organi- 
sation. The selection of significant possibilities and 
associations thus seems for Lebeck to be 'ultimate' in 
that having opened the text to the polyphonous voices 
of'all the possibilities and associations', she can close off 
the reading to a pattern, repress the excess, define its 
boundaries. She can bring a telos. TreAEabopos yvv5! 

So she attempts (from 'the anxiety raised by language 
as language'?) to economise, to master the language 
(SEoaro'ac Ao'yov), which, however, playfully escapes, 
eludes, goes beyond (VTe'evyE TroIrwO). 'Ultimately' 
she penetrates the text with selections and repressions. 
So 'selecting' marks the work of reading, the produc- 
tion of meaning by the reader, but it is a process that she 
leaves unquestioned, veiled in an appeal to the 'meaning 
of the total play', as if that were a criterion of 
interpretation, rather than constituted by it! 

It is, however, the failure to consider the nature and 
presuppositions of that selection process, the rigidity/ 
transgression of the boundaries drawn, the telos of her 
pattern, in short, the teleological closure of reading, 
which is particularly marked in an attempt to read the 
Oresteia, a play which not only dramatises a failing 
search for a defined rAos--a series of shifting sites in 
the play of language ironically unresolved by any 
teleology of the trilogy-but which also dramatises the 
very act of interpretation as blocked, in error, a series of 
meconnaissances. Eprl)vE EO tO1KEV .. . . Topov SEaOat. 

Reading rEAEabo'pos cannot be simple, then. It opens 
a series of questions about the teleology of reading, 
about criticism's object (in all its senses) and method, 
about the boundaries and excesses of meaning-'a 
(ceaseless) process of questioning'24 to question the 
(teleological) answer. Reading TeAeaoTopos involves 
one in an inconclusive process. 

2. Cassandra's all-too-good knowledge: 
TEAos and rEAEtv 

Xo. T7VOS 7TpOS6 avSpo s' TOUT" a(XOS wTopavvErat; 
Ka. il KapTa <pLaK>pav 7rapeKo7Tqr7s Xp7qU1la/v eCiWv. 
Xo. TOv yap TrAo'vros ov eVV7jKa /laqxav77v. 

24 M. Lynn-George, review ofJ. Griffin, Homer on Life and Death, 
JHS cii (I982) 245. 

Ka. Kat iLa)v ayav y' "EXAArv' TrlaTa/,aat cartv. 
Xo. Kat yap Ta' 7rvuo'Kpavra, osva,aOr ' oaWos. 

Ag. 1251-5 

These lines have often been discussed by critics, but 
the ambiguity of rEAos and the play of the exchange of 
language between the prophetess and the uncompre- 
hending chorus lead to a twist unrecognised by the 
editors and translators. 

I want first briefly to recall the situation in which this 
dialogue takes place. Cassandra, the prophetess who has 
direct access to the truth of what will happen and the 
language to express it, ironically enough cannot com- 
municate it to the chorus. In her own words, TELEOOV 
ovSev' ov8ev, csa rdS' rt7rrAaKov (1212). That Cassan- 
dra has the language to express the complexity of events 
misunderstood by or concealed from the chorus, is 
expressed for the word Aa,u7rp6 (for example) by 
Silk25 in the following manner: 'Aalarpos (II80) has, 
remarkably enough, four senses; . . . For the first image, 
AalTrpo'S has the sense "clear" of the xp7qa,uos . ... and 
"bright", like the bride's uncovered face... [Then] 
"keen" like the wind, wTrvEv,..."bright" like the 
sun ... and as before "clear" like the subject 
xp7raLs u... [T]his intense concentration seems not 
merely apt for a prophetess versed in oracular equivoca- 
tion, but somehow suggestive of her unique access to 
the complexities of events that are now reaching their 
fulfilment.' Indeed, the 'clarity' that the prophetess 
proclaims is veiled and layered in these interacting 
senses: her 'clarity' marks not 'simplicity' or 'literalness' 
but the complexity of an involved metaphoricity. 

This quality of the prophetess' speech is seen 
markedly in one of the opening exchanges between the 
chorus and Cassandra, a dialogue which brings to the 
fore the role of the exchange of language as such in this 
scene (Ag. 1087-92): 

Ka. a, TrroL TwOTr yayeS aLE; -rposs 7otav arTEyqv; 
Xo. 7TpOs T 7V 'Arpet8&ov et L'v Orv) TOO' evvoELs, 

Eyc AEyco aot- Kal T adO OVK EpelS tV/O77. 
Ka. a a 

lo0?EOV ov oav, 7roAAa avvLaropa 
avTroo6va KaKa tKapTavalt 
dvopoaorayei v KaL 7rSov KavTrrjpov. 

Cassandra's question as to what dwelling she is being 
led towards is answered by the chorus in a 'literal' and 
'straightforward' manner: 'The house of the Atreids'. 
To which they add: 'If you do not realise this, I tell it to 
you; and you will not call it false.' The apparently 
pleonastic 'I tell it to you', and double negative of'you 
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25 M. S. Silk, Interaction in Poetic Imagery (Cambridge 1974) 197. 
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the chorus' use of TEAovTroS, which implies not only 
'do', but also the specific doing of 'performing a rite', 
which is a 'sacrifice', 'death', 'end', 'fulfilment'? It is, 
indeed, a device of a sacrificer that the chorus do not 
understand, as they have not appreciated Clytemnestra's 
doubling use of the term throughout. Although the 
masculine gender shows their continuing ignorance, 
their choice of verb hints all too clearly at the truth to 
come. Cassandra understands Greek 'aye, all too well' 
because she understands the cledonomantic implications 
of the chorus' choice of TEAOVVTr9. 

Indeed, this double sense of TEAovvroS and the 
chorus' failure to understand pick up markedly an 
earlier exchange in this scene (Ag. II07-I3): 
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? !f I 
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Taxo yap Tr 

' 
Erat' STporetVEL 8S X?ELP EK 

Xepod opeyo/teva. 
Xo. oiVwtco vr7Ka- vvv yap Ee alvLtyitTdov 

EcrapyE/xoLaL OEagdroatiS a/,.vxavc;. 
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takes it, rEAos may imply a specification of TeAhEL in the 
way that the term is qualified by the answer that follows 
the question as to the application of TEAos, 'For it will 
come quickly'. That is, Clytemnestra is not just 
'performing a ritual', or 'doing', but is actually 
'finishing' or 'fulfilling' something which will have a 
sudden end. Fraenkel glosses: 'For what I now see her 
doing is not all: completion will come quickly.' 
Cassandra's lyrics, then, mark the range and fracturing 
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But any subtlety of expression is lost on the chorus, 
who remain at a loss, in the mire of blear-eyed 
prophecies; indeed, the echo of this passage in 1253 
prompted Weil to amend ov Jvv7Ka ,u] qxav'Rv to ov 
6vviK' adtrXmav,v to match the earlier expression of 
confusion. But the echoes of and differences from those 
earlier lines serve to distinguish further the ironic 
disjunction between the chorus' utterance and Cassan- 
dra's comment on it. Her excessive knowledge, then, 
does not only mark (ironically) the failure of the chorus 
to understand Cassandra, as the traditional reading 
understands it, but also Cassandra's realisation of the 
potentialities of the chorus' expression. The force of 
ayav ye 'all too well', 'very well indeed', is not to be 
reduced either by deleting ye as Fraenkel says he is 
tempted to do,27 or by undertranslating ayav yE as, for 
example, Hermann does with his 'satis tamen Graece 
locuta mihi videor'. Er'Tara/zat refers not only to 
Cassandra's ability to speak Greek, but also to her ability 
to understand what is said 'all too well'. 

The chorus reply to this 'Aye, so do Pythian 
ordinances: but they are hard to understand nonethe- 

27 Fraenkel compares 1241 where he follows Blass in deleting y' 
from ayav y' aA'rB6tSavrtv. 'All too true a prophet' would find an 
echo in the ayav y' knowledge. As I attempt to show in this article, 
there is considerable point to ayav y' in I254. Does this bear on 1241 
also? 

example of Aa,irpo's, Cassandra's truth is not a simple, 
performative, 'clear', 'literal' statement, but a complex 
interplay of associations and images-'a mobile army of 
metaphors', to use Nietzsche's expression. 

Let us return to Ag. I252 if. It would seem, as 
Fraenkel notes, that the specificity of the chorus' use of 
dv3po6 prompts Cassandra's rejoinder: their lack of 
understanding is to be seen in the form of the question 
which expects an answer in terms of'what man'. Their 
next remark is a further expression of their lack of 
understanding: explicitly, they do not understand the 
device of Tro TrEAOVTOS. The repetition of the mascu- 
line gender would seem to indicate a continuation of 
their still unrealised error. ,ulXav 7v adds a further point: 
not only 'by whom' but 'how' the king is to die is 
uncertain. 

This train of remarks worried Fraenkel: he writes: 'It 
is astonishing that Heimsoeth's emendation [roksS yap 
TEAoVTaS26] can still be disregarded. In 1251 the 
coryphaeus asked who would do the deed. Would he 
now after Cassandra's taunt that he has completely 
failed to understand her, break off and say "because I 
cannot see the means whereby the doer should accom- 
plish it" (Headlam)?' Note first Fraenkel' determination 
of Cassandra's remark as a 'taunt'. Is that its tone? Is it 
not, for example, despairing? Not resigned? Not 
exasperated? Not disappointed? Why should Cassandra 
'taunt' the chorus with ignorance, which seems to be an 
example of precisely what she herself described as 
E'7TELOov o8v' o0v8E'v? And second, if it is such a 'taunt', 
is it not surprising that Fraenkel does not allow the 
possibility of the chorus changing tack after such a 
rebuff? Is not Cassandra's rebuff the reason for a change 
of line in their questioning? Is the point not that the 
chorus, told they do not understand, express another 
doubt, but a doubt which ironically repeats in the 
gender of the participle the mistake they hoped now to 
avoid? It would seem, then, that the manuscripts' TOV 
TEAo6VTOS needs to be changed only if the reader 
requires the chorus for some reason to make a 
particularly similar point twice. 

TEAOVVTOS itself, moreover, as we will see, also adds a 
further point to the exchange. For why does Cassandra 
reply as she does? What is her &ayav yE knowledge of 
Greek, her knowing Greek 'all too well'? Is it not once 
again that the truth of her knowing is of a complexity of 
language beyond the chorus' less witting use? For it was 
Clytemnestra who had entered the palace with a 
fourfold ambiguous repetition of the term TEA- on her 
lips-an ambiguity between 'do', 'sacrifice' ('kill'), 
'perform a rite', 'fulfil' (Ag. 972-4). It was to take part in 
that sacrifice that Clytemnestra had requested Cassan- 
dra to enter the palace at the beginning of this scene-a 
ghoulish invitation whose irony has not been lost on the 
commentators. For it is as victim Cassandra is asked to 
attend. And it is knowingly her death at the altar that 
Cassandra anticipates in this scene. Is not Cassandra's 'all 
too good' knowledge, then, also the knowledge of the 
unrecognised truth and appositeness of the ambiguity of 

26 Fraenkel prints this emendation in his text. Fraenkel also agrees 
with Wecklein that rEAoivroTo/rEAoivraS is probably a future tense. 
The suggestion that there may be an ambiguity in the chorus' 
language as to whether the murder is at present being put into action 
or will in the future be put into action, may be thought to be 
significant with regard, say, to the chorus' later hesitations, when they 
are faced with further signs, Ag. 1346-71. 
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less'. Their continuing confusion is marked not only in 
the doubt of their Svojtuafh 6' 0&_Lwsg, but also in the way 
in which they apparently relate Cassandra's knowledge 
of Greek specifically and only to her speaking Greek 
(and yet their inability to understand her). They do not 
seem to realise the full implication of her previous 
remark; once more, there is a failure of communication 
in this dialogue. But even their denial of knowledge 
may be seen as ironically and uncannily cledonomantic. 
For the strange adjective jTvGO'Kpav-ra 'Delphi- 
ordained' is, as well as SvauiaO8, all too applicable to 
Cassandra's oracles, which stem precisely from her 
Apollo-ordained frenzy-and after that remark from 
the chorus, Cassandra indeed immediately turns again 
to a passage of prophetic fervour and an appeal (1257) to 
her mastering god. The hard-to-understand ordinances 
from Delphi are immediately evinced. This dialogue, 
then, a network of 'meconnaissances' and gaps in the 
exchange of language, once more brings to attention the 
role of communication as such in the Oresteia. 

A final point: KaL` jLYjv at the beginning of 1254 is not, 
then, to be regarded simply as 'adversative', but also as 
'progressive' both 'adversative' in that her understand- 
ing Greek is apparently no help to the chorus' 
understanding her, and 'progressive' in that her under- 
standing Greek all too well leads to the ironic recogni- 
tion of an unexpected truth in the chorus' language. 
Cassandra's metaphorical, sliding language of truth 
cannot be controlled by the imposition of such rigid 
distinctions and delimitations in the functioning of such 
an ambiguous connective-as for example Fraenkel 
here requires. In the slippage of the text, the attempt to 
control such ambiguity (an attempt which often calls 
itself 'objective', 'decisive', 'critical') is seen as arbitrary 
closure. Cassandra's language of truth, her access to the 
complexities of events and the language to express 
them, stands against the commentators' search for the 
univocal, literal, simple. The exchange between Cassan- 
dra and the chorus is not to be simply, 'objectively' 
controlled. For what the prophetess knows and 
expresses all too well is the excess in language. 

SIMON GOLDHILL 

King's College, Cambridge 

Rhea in Callimachus' Hymn to Zeus 

Ev SE' ciE TIappacit'- PE TEL7 rKEV, lXtft AUta-a 10 

ElKoEV G60 Oitvotcit 7TEPLUKEVEgTE'VO !YEY 6' xJ4)os 

LEpoS, oV8E' T I -LWV KEXP?1VE'VOV Et'AEt0L'-gV& 

EpITETOV OV `E 1 
YVV EI TL/,LacyETaL, &JAA6 / r 

'PEt'rq 
dOYVYtOV KaAE'ovct AE-XJtov 'ArTn6av~ESg. 
EYG 0a a ' ET EL /. lq7T?7qp /.LE y aAY wavdTE0 '1 K aT-0 K oATw 7CoVI 5 
aVTLKa StL,77To Jo'ov ;SaTrog, W' KE Tr0KKLO 

Av/.LaTra Xv-rAWciacro, TEOYv 6' EYvL Xp&ra AoE`oraat. 
Aa'6wv a'AA'o 01)rco /.LEyas- E-ppEEv o66S' 'Epv'iavOog ... 

Von jan first drew attention to the etymological play 
in 14, an allusion to the derivation of 'A7r t6av~Es from 
et-ITL'YELV: I at the birth of Zeus Arcadia was yet 

1 F. von Jan (de Ian), De Callimacho Homeri interprete (diss. 
Strasburg i1893) 80 n. 1, el. Eustath. ad Dion. Perieg. 414 (Geog. Gr. 
min., ed. Muiller ii 293). 
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waterless, as we learn from 18 if. The play gains added 

point from 40 f., where the Peloponnesians thirst no 

longer: iraAato'TaTov 6E 1tuV (Neda) i16wpp / vt'wvo 
7TIvovcnL AvKaov&)sg aPKTOoO.2 

This is not all. Most ancient etymologists derived 
'PE'a by metathesis from e'pa, 'ground';3 but another 
tradition, at least as old as Plato, connected the word 
with AE(EV. Thus P1. Crat. 402b-c, rt Oiv; 6OKELE aor 

a&AAoLo7-'Epov 'HpaKAELT0V T OELV 0 TLOE/llEVOS roLS TWv 

a&AAwv GEJV 7IOy'v0Ls "PTEav' TE Kaat 'Kpo'vov' [i.e. 
Kpoivov]; apa OLEL adtro' To? av'To/za7rv aLOOTEpots 

pEv/LaTcWV ovo/,iaia GEu/oOa; Et.Mag. 701.24, 'PEa EITL 

T77S 0EO) HAa'TWV /-LEV, 7Tapa TO PEWL Kat /.L77 /LEVELV Tov 

XPOvOV 01 SE', EI7rELt7 7TCapa 70T TTaLtSo% avT7qs 0ts' 
pot gOt Ka-rapE`ovct. Kpo'vco 6S AE'yourtv avtr?7v 

oivvEwvat, KaOuaov E' a&tL60V XPO'VOV 7-q T0tVT77 pULSV 

ytvETat. AIY6in7TTtot SE eaortv ai3ri)v EtvatL Pbv' ctY Kat 

bopav TrJ;v ytvo1'vWcv wTpayu-LaTW v. XpV'cn77TOS SE 

AE'YEL (Jr. 1084, S VF ii 318) Tr%v y?v 'PE'av KEKA7jUoaL, 

ETTL6S? aITf' avlT;g pEt Ta' v'aTa. Cf. Z Hes. Th. 135 p. 

3' di Gregorio, 'PE'al KaTa' rov Xp6aur7Trov (Jr. 1085) 
' 

E'e 0olpj3pw XVULStg EUTL SE' Kat' 77 y?7; Corn. 3, 4, 6; 2 
A.R. 1io198 p. 97 Wendel. In poetry the link is made 
explicit atfr. Orph. 13 2 Kern= Or. Chald. 5 6 des Places, 

- Tot voEpWov /.LaKapwYv 7T7y7~7 TE '07 TE- / 7Ta'VTW(V 

yap 7rpWT77 SVVa/JkEts. KOA0toLUtV Jopa'UTOtg / 6EeapIV7 

y,EvE77v E7TI IT(Yv 7TPOXEEt TpOXa'ovUav. Callimachus has 
this etymology in mind at 15 if. When Rhea gave birth 
to Zeus and 'dropped him from her great lap', we are 
reminded of the Ko'A7rog 'P&ag, the northern Adriatic; 
yet the goddess whose name suggests flowing water 
cannot find even a spring in which to wash her infant: 
Ao'ov v6a-osg (i6), E'ppEEv (i8) and 'PE"q (21) point the 
paradox. 

The case for conscious etymologizing is strengthened 
by Or. Sib. 111 13 5 if., where overt explication of ZIt'a is 
followed immediately by juxtaposition of PE'-q and 
PEEv:5 

a'AA' 5TE T77 TptT-a'T77- Y7 EK TT 'PEt7 3 

TLXO "Hpq1V irpct'TiqV Ka% E7TEL t'6ov 63bOaApoEatv 
077AV YE'VOS, ,oxovYro lTpo% avlJTovS. tayptot aLY6vS0ES 

TtTiV,ESg Kat E'7TELtEa PE7) TE'KEv aIpcUEva TaESa, 

ToY TraXEwogSt 6EITE/L1E Aa6Gp7 16177 TE Tp0E~bUa0a 
Eg Oipvy(77v, TpEtSr alvSpasg E'V05KOvS Kp~Tasg EAo6ora- 
TroUVEKaL 7TOV ZI E'TTWcvo/.acorav0 0',tL77 StE74p/.fbG7. 

TO TpLTV av IAOV'TWva 'PE?, TEKE 6La yvvatKWYV, 

ALoWco'v7jv TTfaptol ca, O0GEv p'EEV v'ypa% KEAEvGCa 

Eipo'7rov O7ro-aloto... 

According to the more popular derivation, 
'PEa =E`pa =yaa = Jiaga: the two goddesses are often 
identified.6 In Call. H. ia flowing of water (E'K 6'E'XEEV 

2 In itself the drinking = inhabiting expression is of course a topos: cf. 
E. Norden, Sitz. d. k~in. preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. 1917, 673-4, cl. (in 
addition to the examples given by G. L. MeLennan, Callimachus. 
Hymn to Zeus [Rome 19771 ad loc.) Crinag. AP iX 291.2 =Garland of 
Philip 1924 Gow-Page, id., AP'i 3.-=979 Gow-Page, id., 
API 6i.5-6= 193 3-4 Gow-Page, Nemes. Cyn. 67-8. 

3For a full collection of evidence see 0. Gruppe, Griechische 
Mythologie und Religionsgeschichte (Munich i9o6) 1524 n. 2. 

Thus McLennan: cf. A. PV 837 KEAIEVO0V 'a -7yo'gpdc yav 
KOAI7ToV 'Pdag (B .Eyav - iEya'AoV KO'A-TOJV, 15),Eadc.o 

'Pdag Ko'Alrot ' 'Iovtog 7rpo)q V IEKaAEfLro. 
-1I find no comment by V. Nikiprowetzky, La troisi~me Sibylle, 

etudes juives ix (Paris/La Haye 1970). 
6 See E. Cahen, Les hymnes de Callimaque (Paris 1930) 23. 
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6 See E. Cahen, Les hymnes de Callimaque (Paris 1930) 23. 
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